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Apple News!
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Apple News
•Apple has created a Twitter account for its support-related 

communications(@AppleSupport).   It is being used to tweet tips, 
tricks, and advice relating to Apple’s operating systems.

•Apple has released a Lightning to USB-C cable. If you have a 12" 
MacBook, you can sync or top up your iPhone without having to 
resort to an adapter.  It costs $25 for a 3-foot version, or $35 if 
you need a lengthier 6-foot cable.

•Apple now sells replacement tips for the Apple Pencil.  Four for 
$19
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Apple News
•The FBI Order to compel Apple to create a backdoor on an iPhone has 

been stayed

•Apple has released OS X 10.11.4.  New Features include:

• Password protection in Notes as well as note sorting, and the ability to 
import from Evernote and text files

• The ability in iBooks to store PDFs in iCloud and share between devices

• The ability to share Live Photos between iOS and OS X via AirDrop and 
Messages

• Apple has announced new case colors for all current iPhones
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Apple Event - March 21 
•Environmental announcements:

•Apple is now using 100% renewable energy in all facilities in US 
and China. 93% world side.  100% in all data centers worldwide

• 99% of all Apple packaging worldwide is done now with recycled 
materials

•Apple has a robot (Liam) which completely deconstructs an old 
iPhone into components for recycle.
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Apple Event - March 21
•Apple announced new colors and bands for the Apple Watch. 

• They reduced the price of the Apple Watch Sport by $50.  The 
38mm model is now $299, and the 42mm model is $349. 

•Apple released the latest version of Apple TV which includes:

• Folders for Apps

•Dictation including the ability to dictate usernames and 
passwords

• Support of iCloud Photo Library as well as Live Photos
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Apple Event - March 21
•Apple released iOS 9.3 (covered last month) which includes:

•Night shift:  Turns screen warmer to help sleep at night

• Password/Fingerprint protection for individual Notes

• Improvements in the Health apps, News app, and CarPlay

•Major new functionality for Education

•Wi-Fi calling for Verizon users 
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Passwords in Notes
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iPhone SE Announcement
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iPhone SE
•The iPhone SE is basically the same 4 inch body as the iPhone 5s 

upgraded to the performance and features of the 6s

• It has the same A9 chip and M9 motion co-processor as the 6s 
making it double the speed of the iPhone 5s

• It has the same graphics capabilities of the iPhone 6s which makes 
it three times faster than the iPhone 5s.

• There is also faster LTE and Wi-Fi performance and improved 
battery life. 
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iPhone SE

• It uses the same 12-megapixel camera used in the iPhone 6s, with 
support for 5K video, 63-megapixel panoramas, and Live Photos. 

• It has a 5-megapixel front-facing FaceTime camera with a True 
Tone Retina Flash feature.  This lights up the display of the iPhone, 
just before a selfie is captured. 

• The iPhone SE comes with Apple Pay,  and the ability for always-on 
"Hey Siri" voice activation

• It comes in four colors: Silver, Gold, Space Gray, and Rose Gold
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iPhone SE

•The iPhone SE will be available to order now and will begin 
shipping on March 31. 

• There is 16GB version for $399 and a 64GB version for $499. 

• Financing is available at $13/17 per month, and you can get the 
16GB version free with a two-year contract from some carriers

• BTW: I do not recommend a 16GB version for anyone except the 
most casual user
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iPad 9.7” Pro Announcement
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9.7” iPad Pro

•The new standard size iPad has all of the features of the last fall’s 
12.9" iPad Pro, including support for the Apple Pencil and Smart 
Keyboard support. 

• It also comes in four colors:  Silver, Gold, Space Gray and Rose 
Gold. 

• In addition, the 9.7" iPad Pro has a few improved features, including 
a True Tone display and better rear and front-facing cameras.
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9.7” iPad Pro
•The True Tone display uses light sensors to measure the ambient 

color temperature, and changes the temperature of the tablet's 
display to match.  Much like paper would look different under 
different conditions.

• It has four speakers for improved audio and a Smart Connector 
for use with a new Smart Keyboard ($149)

• Inside, there's an A9X chip that offers better performance, a long 
battery life and support for 802.11ac Wi-Fi
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9.7” iPad Pro Camera
• It has an improved 12-megapixel camera, with faster focusing, 

advanced noise reduction, and better face detection. 

• It's the same camera used in the iPhone 6s, with support for 5K 
video, 63-megapixel panoramas, and Live Photos. 

• There's also a rear-facing flash, the first flash included in an iPad.

•  Apple has also improved the front-facing camera, introducing a 5-
megapixel FaceTime HD camera with a front-facing Retina Flash 
feature. 
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9.7” iPad Pro
•There is no 16GB model which is a good thing.  

• The 32GB version starts at $599, 128GB for $749, and a new 
256GB option is available for $899

•The larger 12.9” iPad Pro will also be available in a larger 256 GB 
variation for $1,099. 

• You can order now with shipping starting on 3/31

•At the same time, the iPad Air 2 16GB price was dropped to $399, 
and the 64GB model to $499, dropping the 128GB iPad Air 2
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Your Questions
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Question
•Would you please explain what the Apple TV is and it's 

benefits 

•Does it work with any TV you have, or only a Smart 
TV?  

•After purchasing Apple TV do you still need to purchase 
shows? Anything else you could explain would be 
appreciated.
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Apple TV

•First of all, a Smart TV is a TV with built-in Internet connectivity

• This allows it to access online services such as video on 
demand, music on demand, weather, etc…

•The Apple TV is a device that you attach to any TV that gives 
you this same type of functionality. 

• The Apple TV is like Roku, Chromecast, Amazon Fire TV, etc…

• In my opinion, the Apple TV is much better than a Smart TV 
especially if you have other Apple devices.
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Apple TV

•To use an Apple TV you need a TV with an HDMI port, and access 
to the internet (Wired or WiFi).   

• The current model is the Apple TV 4.   This is the model I’m going 
to talk about going forward.

• It’s fairly easy to set up, just plug it in to power and to your TV set 
and follow on-screen directions

• You can run apps on the Apple TV just like the iPad/iPhone. 

•  You download the apps from the app store on Apple TV.
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Apple TV Content

• Internet Access:  YouTube, Podcasts, TED Talks, Movie Trailers

•Netflix, Hulu, AcornTV and other streaming services ($$)

•You can buy or rent movies and TV shows ($$)

•Most networks have their own apps: HBO, Showtime, CBS, 
NBC, ABC, Nat Geo, History, Disney, A&E, etc…   

• The network applications might show some free content, but 
most require you have to log in with an account from your TV 
provider like Comcast or Verizon to watch shows
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Apple TV Content

•Apple TV supports AirPlay which allows you to show 
content (video/music/photos/Apps) from your iOS device 
on your TV.

• I’m using AirPlay now to show this presentation.  It’s great 
for showing photos at family gatherings

• You can also show movies, podcasts, music, tv programs, 
photos that are located on your computer

•You can also watch Apple events live or after the fact
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Apple TV Content

•Other types of apps:

•Games

• Sports:  MLB, Hockey, Soccer, Tennis, NCAA basketball, 
etc…

•Health and fitness apps

•News apps

• Lifestyle:  Shopping, Fashion, Cooking…
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Question
• I would like to better understand how much memory 

iPads need to just run the basic apple programs

•What is the best way to conserve memory usage in 
photos while maximizing what you can see

•With only 16 GB of storage, I always seem to be running 
out of space, even when I do cut back on photos in 
photo stream or albums.
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iOS Storage

•To manage your storage on an iOS device, go to 
Settings>General>Storage & iCloud Usage>Manage Storage (in 
Storage section)

• This will tell you how much storage you are using and how much 
you have available.  Add the two to find out total storage.

• It also shows you how much storage each app is using sorted 
from most to least

• If you tap on the app, it will give you some additional information 
to help you manage storage
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iOS Storage

•For most people, I feel that 16GB of storage is not enough 
for anyone but the most casual user

• I recommend 32 or 64GB for most people.  128GB would 
be overkill for most people.

• You can not upgrade iOS storage after the fact, so make 
sure you are getting what you need on the original purchase

•You could also use a flash drive to offload pictures, music, 
and videos.  More later…
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Question
•I will be traveling to Europe for 3 weeks.   I want to communicate 

with family and friends in writing and send photos that I will take 
using the iPhone.  

•Can I transfer photos from iPhone to iPad so I could include them 
in something I write on the iPad?

•Thinking of creating a group in contacts that I send email updates to 
about the trip.  Are there other options that I should consider?

•Also is there a way I can backup all the photos I take while I am 
traveling without a computer?
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Sharing Photos
•Use PhotoStream to share between your devices.  They will save 

the last 1000 photos you take and you can see them on all your 
devices

•Use Shared PhotoStreams to share with family.  If they have Apple 
devices, it will show up in their Photos app.

• If they don’t have Apple devices, you can create a web site where 
they can see the shared PhotoStream.

• You will need a WiFi connection for this to work
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Traveling with iOS
•Talk to your phone provider about cellular and roaming 

charges and discuss your options to minimize costs with 
them.

• You will get some protection backing up your photos using 
PhotoStream as it will be on multiple devices and the cloud.

• You could use cloud drives to backup your photos or a flash 
drive with a USB and lightening connector

•Or here’s another solution…
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SanDisk Connect Wireless Stick
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SanDisk Connect Stick
•SanDisk makes a flash drive called the SanDisk Connect Wireless 

Stick

• You can use it on any computer (PC or Mac)

• You can use it wirelessly from any iOS device

• It comes in 32, 64, 128, and 200GB sizes.  

• Prices range from $28 to $120.  I bought the 64GB drive for $32 
from Amazon.
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Amazon
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SanDisk Connect Stick
•You can load movies, music, documents, and photos from any 

computer using a USB connection (Just like any other USB/Flash 
drive). 

• You can also offload photos and movies from your iOS device 
wirelessly to the Stick saving space on your iOS device

• You can wirelessly access the files on the drive without an 
internet connection

• You can connect the Stick to a WiFi network which allows you to 
use the internet while using the Stick
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SanDisk Connect Stick
•Files supported include documents (Office and PDF files), Music, 

Photos, and Video.

• It allows you to stream HD videos and music to up to 3 devices at 
the same time.   (Think of your airplane trip)

•You can automatically back up your camera roll from multiple 
devices

•Content is managed from the iOS side with the SanDisk Connect 
app

• It also works with Android devices
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Quick Tips
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Quick Mac Tip
•How to save information on web sites for future use.

• You could just set a bookmark or add to the reading list, but these 
options can eventually get very long and difficult to find

•At times, I prefer to save a document with the information and put 
it in a folder.

• For example:  I found a recent article on how to do a fresh 
reinstall of OS/X

• I don’t want to do it now, nor maybe even ever do it, but I wanted 
to keep the article for potential future use.
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Mac Disk Storage
•To check out how much disk space 

you have on a Mac, go to the Apple 
menu in the upper right hand 
corner and select “about this Mac” 
and then select the “storage” tab 
on top.

• This will show you how much 
storage you’re using and categorize 
it by:  audio, movies, photos, apps, 
backup, and other.
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Mac Disk Storage
•What is in the “Other” category?

• “About This Mac” uses this category to count any files that aren't 
recognized as one of the other listed file types (audio, movie, photos, apps, 
backups). Examples of files that may be calculated as "other" include:

•OS X System files

• Personal information such as documents, contacts, calendar data

•Media files that cannot be classified by Spotlight as a media file because 
they are located inside of a package (application)

•Other file types not recognized by Spotlight
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New Journal App

•The News Journal App gives you access to the New Journal 
articles formatted for the iPad or iPhone.  

• The Home Page is free for everyone.  All content is free for paper 
subscribers. 

• You can also subscribe to just the digital version for $15/month

•The News Journal Print Edition App allows you to read the News 
Journal on an iPad just as it appears in Print.  Including pictures 
and comics.
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My Apple Experiences
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Error Emptying Trash

• I recently found that I could not empty the Trash on my Mac

•Any PDF files in the trash gave an error message that it was in 
use and could not be deleted

• I believe this is a bug, since I found several complaints about it 
on the Apple Forums.

•A workaround that worked for me was to right click the 
offending PDF and select “Delete Immediately”.  
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Avery Templates
•Peg is transferring her Windows items over to the Mac and had 

the need for some address labels.

• There is a web site that provides free Avery templates for Pages

• http://www.worldlabel.com/Pages/label-templates-for-mac.htm#cd-
media

• You can download the templates you want and add them to your 
Pages templates

• It’s free and seems to work flawlessly
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Malwarebytes
•Malwarebytes is a adware and virus removal program that the 

club has recommended for years on the PC

• It is also available for the Mac

• I tested it out.  It took under10 seconds and did find 3 examples 
of adware on my Mac

• I don’t think it’s a bad idea to have this on your Mac and run it 
occasionally.  Especially if you suspect something is not right

• It’s available at malwarebytes.org
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Malwarebytes
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Malwarebytes
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Any Questions?
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Thank You!

*Presentation produced on an iMAC using 
Apple’s Keynote software


